Dear Parents

We have been discussing the arrangements for swimming as there have been a few difficulties with the group 2 children being in class, ready to leave on time, at the end of the day. Unfortunately, there are only two slots on a Tuesday afternoon which means the second group of swimmers do not get into the pool until approximately 2.40 and are therefore not ready to return to class until 3.15 p.m. We are not able to make alternative arrangements or move the group to an earlier slot; therefore for the remainder of the Spring Term, can I ask that you collect your child direct from the classroom on a TUESDAY AFTERNOON ONLY and not from the top playground. It is likely that if your child is in the second group they will be about five or so minutes late leaving school and it will be safer to collect them from the classroom; all children will be dismissed from the classroom by Mrs Dubiel.

We acknowledge that this is not an ideal situation and we are working with the Pool Manager to ensure this does not happen in the future. At the same time we thank you for your understanding and cooperation and apologise for the any inconvenience this will cause.

Many thanks

Miss Hawkes